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This thesis presents an economic analysis for a proposed toll

road which is to separate different types of traffic such as pedes-

trians, slow speed vehicles and high speed motor vehicles, and to

divert through traffic from the local roads. The use of a toll road

usually provides significant savings in vehicle running costs, travel

time costs, accident costs, and reduces driving strains and annoyances.

A four-lane highway with a total length of 18.64 miles was designed as

a 60 mph speed facility to divert through traffic.

To find the lowest toll rates which will provide sufficient

revenues to cover the construction costs, maintenance costs and

operating costs of this toll road, and which will maximize the usage of

the facility, it is necessary to determine the appropriate demand and

the average variable cost (price-volume) functions, in addition to

facility costs (construction costs). These cost functions and demand

functions were linearized for use in a linear program. For these

illustrative cost and demand data, the toll pricing problem was

programmed, using a linear programming (LP) formulation, and run on an

electric computer.



It was found that it would be feasible to construct this

proposed toll road in the future and develop adequate usage and

retain reasonable toll rates.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR A TOLL FACILITY

I. INTRODUCTION

The toll method of finances has the basic merit of charging the

cost of public highway facilities to those who demand the service, and

advantages of providing economic disciplines in the location, design,

and operation of a highway. For without assurances of the economic

soundness of toll projects, it is impossible to obtain the necessary

financial backing. Also, simply the absence of any necessity for a

careful weighing of costs against prospective revenues has influenced

locations, priorities and design. These advantages might in many cases

outweigh disadvantages of the toll gate and the higher cost incurred in

the design and operation of such roads. But even more advantageous is

the fact that the toll road may permit prompt construction of a needed

facility which could not otherwise be provided so that the higher costs

involved in this decision may be more than offset by the early realiza-

tion of vehicle operation economies on the modern road (6, p.8).

It is of interest in tracing the historical perspective of toll-

estimating to note the method reported in 1940 by Nathan Cherniack of

the New York Port Authority (9, p.153). This method utilizes a merit

rating system for a proposed toll facility and the competing existing

facilities serving the same need. A ratio of the relative merit rating

of the proposed toll facility to the sum of the ratings of all its

competitors provides an estimate of the share of total travel that will
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use the toll facility. During the period 1920 to 1940 bond issuing by

the States could not be relied upon to produce the supplemental financ-

ing necessary for highway modernization on the scale that was required.

In this setting active interest in toll financing revived. The opening

of the Pennsylvania Turnpike in 1940 was followed by similar projects

in other States. As of January, 1963, public owned toll facilities

were in operation in 36 States and had a combined total of 4,189 miles.

The road traffic in Korea combines a mixed system consisting of

slow speed vehicles and motor vehicles. Traffic includes pedestrians,

oxen and horse carts, and bicycles, and these slow speed movements

account for a considerable part of the road traffic in Korea.

Especially, since the arterial rural highways do not provide any

separate path for pedestrians or lanes for slow speed vehicles, they

are heavily congested by the mixed traffic, causing traffic delay,

congestion, traffic accidents and haphazard roadside and city develop-

ment. None of these conditions could be solved by conventional

approaches; therefore, the establishment of a well organized traffic

system is urgently required.

Accordingly, the main purpose of a toll road is to separate

different traffic types such as pedestrians, slow speed vehicles and

high speed motor vehicles and to divert through traffic away from the

congested local roads. This usually makes significant savings in

vehicle running costs, travel time costs, accident costs, and reduces

driving strains and annoyances.
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It is the purpose of this thesis to find the lowest toll rate,

(1) which will provide sufficient revenues to cover the construction,

maintenance and operating costs of this toll facility, and (2) which

will maximize the usage of the facility in the given area. The area

chosen is from Seoul to Su Weon, a distance of approximately

18.64 miles (30 Km). The topography of the area is mostly flat with

a small percentage of rolling terrain. The proposed expressway was

planned to connect Seoul to Su Weon for quick and free flow of traffic

generated therefrom. Seoul is the capitol city of Korea and has over

three million in population, and Su Weon is one of the largest indus-

trial cities for manufacturing and farm products with 200,000 popula-

tion. As this area increases in population, the volume of traffic

within the area also increases. The congestion of traffic in the area

is evidence that greater traffic capacity needs to be provided. A

four-lane toll road was designed for 60 mph speed to divert through

traffic. The area is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

To apply the linear programming formulation to a specific toll

facility, it is necessary to determine the appropriate demand and

average variable cost (price-volume) functions in addition to the

facility costs (construction costs), and to then linearize these cost

functions and demand functions for use in the linear program. To

illustrate some of the difficulties which can arise and one possible

way to account for the interdependencies (cost, price-volume, and

demand functions), necessary assumptions were made based on references

and author's judgement.
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TOLL ROADS TO BE BUILT:

Vire On existing paved highway

T15-4 On existing gravel road

leThri Without existing road

misma Paved road (end of 1966)
To be paved 1967-1971) EU1 JEONG BU

Figure 2. Highways of the Seoul area.
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II. METHOD OF COST ANALYSIS

To account for the interdependencies (cost, price-volume, and

demand functions), it is necessary to estimate the following costs:

1. Construction costs

a. right-of-way

b. earthwork

c. pavement

d. structures

e. other items

2. Maintenance costs

3. Road user costs

a. Motor vehicle running costs

(1) fuel

(2) motor oil

(3) tires

(4) maintenance

(5) depreciation

b. Accident costs

(1) property damage

(2) personal injuries

(3) fatalities

c. Travel time cost

(1) commercial vehicles

(2) passenger cars
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The above costs are analyzed and evaluated as follows:

Construction Costs

Construction costs were estimated separately for sections of

highway passing through flat terrain and sections through rolling

terrain. The assumed conditions and quantities are discussed below

and the tabulated quantities and resultant costs are shown in

Appendix A. The unit costs used in Appendix A are low because of the

low labor costs in Korea.

Right of Way

The area along this toll road is a fairly flat terrain for which

the principal land use is the growing of wheat and barley. Flat

terrain consists of about 13 miles (70%) and rolling terrain about

5 miles (30%). A 150 foot right of way is assumed for a planned 60 mph

four-lane highway. Average unit costs of $2,040 per acre for flat

terrain and $1,678 per acre for rolling terrain were used in calculat-

ing the total right of way cost.

Earthwork

In this study the correct amount of earthwork is not available.

Therefore, the quantities per mile, including excavation, transport,

and embankment were estimated based on the values from similar previous

construction projects. The quantities of 42,090 and 50,516 cu yd per

mile were estimated separately for flat and rolling terrain. Average
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unit costs including transport of $0.85 and $0.95 per cu yd for flat

and rolling terrain respectively were used to calculate the total cost

of earthwork.

Pavement

The wide variety of foundation soil conditions, traffic require-

ments, and available materials permits an equally wide variety in the

design of pavement structures. Two of the factors which affect cost

are the processing of aggregate and the length of haul.

In this study it is assumed that excellent aggregate is not

available in a natural deposit near the project. Gravel and sand for

subbase course is transported from about six miles and crushed gravel

or stone for base course from about ten miles. For flat terrain the

quantities per mile of 24,510 cu yd of subbase, 11,636 cu yd of base

course, and 3,128 tons of asphalt concrete were estimated. Average

unit costs of $1.08 and $1.85 per cu yd and $8.00 per ton are used for

subbase, base, and asphalt concrete respectively.

For rolling terrain the amounts were estimated to be the same as

in flat terrain except 17,911 cu yd per mile of subbase was assumed.

Average unit costs of $1.11 per cu yd and $8.15 per ton are used for

subbase and asphalt concrete respectively and the same unit cost of

$1.85 per cu yd used in flat terrain is used for base course material.

The cross section of the highway is shown in Figure 3. It

consists of a divided four-lane facility with a 36 ft depressed median.

The thickness of subbase is 16 inches in flat terrain and 12 inches in

rolling terrain.
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Figure 3. Typical cross section.

These costs include the contruction costs of bridges, culverts,

and other small structures mainly for drainage purposes. To calculate

these costs it is assumed that in each mile there are two bridges for

one stream crossing which are 30 ft in width and 40 ft in length for

flat terrain and about 33 ft in length for rolling terrain. A length

of 300 ft of culverts in flat terrain and 150 ft in rolling terrain

are assumed per mile of highway. The different quantities and unit

costs for these and other small structures are shown in Appendix A.

Miscellaneous Items

These items include the costs of parking, signs, centerline

striping, and other minor items for which the cost is estimated to be
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one percent of main construction costs. Also, an item for the

construction survey and supervision of construction is included. These

costs were estimated to be about ten percent of total construction

costs.

Maintenance Costs

Because of lack of information about specific maintenance costs

for a toll road of this type, a total average annual maintenance

expense for the U.S. Federal-Aid Systems estimated in 1964 was used

(10, p.253). Total annual costs appropriate for Korea were estimated

to be $2,478 per mile. An itemized breakdown of the maintenance costs

is shown in Appendix B.

Motor Vehicle Running Costs

Motor vehicle factors, including fuel and oil consumption, tire

wear, maintenance, and depreciation are effected by highway factors

such as distance, grades, road surface, congestion, and speeds. In

this study, the highway factors were assumed as follows.

Distance and Grades

Flat Terrain Rolling Terrain

Grade Percentage Grade Percentage

Group Distance of total Group Distance of total

1%) (miles) distance (%) (%) (miles) distance (%)

3 2.796 15

4 1.864 10

5 0.932 5

0 3.728 20

1 6.524 35

2 2.796 15



Road surface and congestion

The road surface is a high type pavement in good condition and

traffic flow is assumed free from congestion.

Speed groups

It is assumed the relationship between average volume and speed

is as follows:

Average
volume level
(veh/lane-hr)

Average speed
(mph)

500 55

1,000 45

1,500 35

2,000 25

As buses used for transport of passengers compare with trucks in

weight and operating costs, they are grouped together with trucks in

this discussion.

Trucks operated on Korean highways vary from light delivery cars

to trucks having a rated capacity of 7 1/2 tons and over, but probably

95 percent or more are under a rated capacity of 6 tons (single unit

trucks).

With the above assumptions, running costs for each speed group

and grade were calculated based on the tables of running costs

developed by Winfrey (10) and shown in Appendix C.
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These running costs are calculated based on the unit costs for

fuel, oil, and tires in the United States. To make the data applicable

in Korea, the running costs were modified and adjusted based on the

average running costs of 5.69 cents per vehicle-mile for passenger cars

and 12.20 cents per vehicle-mile for buses and trucks at 55 mph.

These costs were obtained from the Ministry of Construction in Korea.

The running costs at other speeds are recalculated at the same rate in

proportion and shown in Appendix C.

Time Costs and Accident Costs

Although these costs are directly proportional to miles driven,

they vary with the type of vehicle, driver, road condition and speeds.

Also time value of passengers differ from person to person. Therefore,

it is difficult to determine the exact value of time costs. However,

in this discussion, the time costs for each type of vehicle and each

speed group are calculated based on an assumed time value for each

person. The assumed hourly rates of passengers and drivers are $1.65

and $0.72 per hour for cars' passengers and buses' passengers respec-

tively and $0.56 per hour for drivers. These values were calculated

based on the wages of passengers and drivers. The wages of car and bus

passengers average $337 and $130 per month respectively (4 weeks a

month and 45 working hours a week) and those of drivers average $100

per month. The unit time values per minute and the time costs per

vehicle-mile are shown in Appendix D.
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For accident costs, it is assumed that the rate of accidents is

about 1.5 per million vehicle-miles; a value estimated from limited

information for a four-lane divided highway with moderate traffic

volumes. A value of 0.18 cents per vehicle-mile was used for the cost

of accidents in the calculation of vehicle costs.

Average Vehicle Operating Costs

The above costs are summarized for each vehicle and speed group,

and shown in Appendix E.

To calculate average vehicle operating costs, it is necessary to

make an assumption. The traffic survey for the Seoul-Su Weon highway

for existing and projected future traffic indicates that about one-

third of the vehicles are passenger cars, one-third buses, and one-

third trucks. The estimated values are shown in Appendix F. Since

the traffic is close to one-third of each type, average vehicle costs

for each speed group are calculated as below.

Where,

AVOC = 1/3 (POC + BOC + TOC)

AVOC = Average vehicle operating costs

POC = Passenger car operating costs

BOC = Bus operating costs

TOC = Truck operating costs

At 55 mph

AVOC = 1/3 (9.89 + 47.55 + 15.72) = 24.39 /veh. -mile
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At 45 mph

AVOC = 1/3 (10.48 + 51.68 + 15.92) = 26.03 tt /veh. -mile

At 35 mph

AVOC = 1/3 (11.76 + 61.23 + 16.14) = 29.71 tt /veh. -mile

At 25 mph

AVOC = 1/3 (14.45 + 81.21 + 17.92) = 37.86 tt /veh. -mile
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III. ANALYSIS FOR TOLL

Roadway Toll Function

In the roadway toll function, the toll is a function of the total

daily traffic and the fixed facility costs. Mathematically,

f(Fx, q1i q2, q24)

Where,

t = uniform toll per trip charged during all hours

Fce = fixed cost portion of facility x

qi = quantity demanded during the ith hour

While a precise mathematical expression for a roadway toll

function would be nonlinear, it can be approximated by using a series

of linear expression for its representation:

Where,

24

t fe ge q. for e = 1, . . . . n

i=1

fe and ge = cost coefficients for the eth facility (fixed)

cost linearization

In some cases, the demand during certain hours of the day will

be identical (or virtually so), and thus one demand function can be

used for the flow conditions during more than one hour, reducing the

calculations. In such an instance, qi will represent the hourly flow

or quantity demanded during each hour of the ith demand period, where
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the ith demand period would include ki hours and where there are r

separate demand periods. Then the above equation would become

t fe - ge (ki) (qi)
i=1

To make a curve of uniform toll versus daily traffic-volume,

fixed facility costs were calculated and shown in Appendix G. Fixed

facility costs for the 18.64 mile four-lane facility include construc-

tion costs of $3,340,288 (with replacement life of 40 years) and cer-

tain fixed annual maintenance costs of $46,190. Placed on an annual

cash flow payment basis at 8% interest, these fixed costs would be

$326,306 per year and converted to a daily basis would be $893.98 for

the entire 18.64 mile facility. In Figure 4 the ARC is annual roadway

costs in cents and ki is number of hours per day in the ith demand

period. It is assumed that the following four demand periods describe

the traffic (11, p.156).

No. of hours
per day
(ki)

2

Period

7 AM - 9 AM

3 3 PM - 6 PM

9 9 AM - 3 PM
6 PM - 9 PM

10 9 PM - midnight
midnight - 7 AM



t

ARC 89,398
t

4

365 1 (k.)(q.)
3q1+ 2q2 + 9q3 + 10q4

i=1 "

4

t = 23.989 0.00143 1 (ki)(qi)

i.1

4

= 12.023 - 0.00036 1 (ki)(qi)
i=1

4

t = 6.000 - 0.000090 1 (k.)(q.)
i=1 I

4

t = 3.519 0.000034 1 (ki)(qi)
i1

4

t = 1.999 - 0.000083821 (ki)(qi)
=1

t = 0.5

80,000 160,000

Total daily traffic volume

17

4

X ( i)(qi)
i=1

Figure 4. Linearization of uniform toll versus daily traffic-volume
relationship for an 18.64-mile road.
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Demand Function

The demand curve expresses a relationship between two variables:

(1) vehicle units per hour and (2) cost of the trip. Demand must be

clearly distinguished from desires, wants, and needs which are not

backed by a willingness and ability to pay. To estimate the demand

curves, it is necessary to examine the components and methods of

measuring and evaluating all the costs. This is done partly by

measurement of existing conditions, and partly by applying the lessons

of experience on other projects. It is assumed that the quantity

demand during the ith hour is a function of the facility toll and the

other perceived payments for the time, effort, and expense of travel

during the ith hour. Also demand functions will be assumed to be

linear. Mathematically, the linear demand forms might be stated as

follows:

qi f (Pi)
qi = ai bi pi

Where,

for i = 1, . . . . r

qi = quantity demand during ith hour

pi = price per trip (toll plus other perceived payments) during

the ith hour

a.and b. = demand coefficients during the ith hour

To make demand curves applicable in this discussion, they were

adjusted based on the typical demand curves developed by Wohl and

Martin (11) and shown in Appendix H. The typical demand curves
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represent hypothesized conditions which were judged to be somewhat

typical of a fairly large class of four-lane, high volume, and through

traffic highway facilities. With the data shown in Appendix H, demand

functions were made and shown in Figure 5. To make demand curves the

operating costs were calculated as shown in Chapter II and the assumed

toll rates for each volume level were obtained from Figure 4 in

Chapter III. These values are shown in Table 1. The assumed toll

rates are for the value of average volume level (veh./hr) times twenty-

four. For instance, the assumed toll rate of 1.86 cents in Table 1 is

obtained from Figure 4 for traffic volume of 48,000 vehicles per day

(2,000 veh./hr x 24 hr = 48,000 vehicles). To make demand curves for

four demand periods a day, the travel prices are calculated based on

the ratios in Appendix H and shown in Table 2.

TABLE 1

TRAFFIC VOLUME AND USER OPERATING COSTS
(INCLUDING TIME AND TOLL) FOR AN 18.64-MILE TRIP

Assumed toll User operating costs

Volume Operating rates including time and

level costs (018.64-mile toll (018.64-mile

(veh./hr) (t/veh.-mile) trip) trip)*

2,000 24.39 1.86 456.49

4,000 26.03 0.93 486.13

6,000 29.71 0.62 554.41

8,000 37.86 0.47 706.18

* (operating costs)(18.64) + (toll rates)
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Figure 5. Hourly traffic demand during all daily demand periods

versus user travel price for an 18.64-mile trip.

TABLE 2

TRAFFIC VOLUME AND USER TRAVEL PRICES
FOR iTH DEMAND PERIOD*

Volume
level

(veh./hr)

User travel prices for ith demand -(018.64-mile trip)

Pi p2 p3 P4

2,000 456.49(4.016) 456.49(3,494) 456.49(3.092) 456.49(1.298)

= 1,833.26 1,594.98 = 1,411.47 = 592.50

4,000 486.13(2.884) 486.13(2.418) 486.13(1.903) 486,13(0.277)

= 1,401.99 = 1,175.46 = 925.11 = 134.66

6,000 554.41(1.786) 554.41(1.398) 554.41(0.825)

= 990.18 = 775.06 = 457.39

8,000 706.18(0.865) 706-18(0.564)

= 610.84 398.28

* i = 1, . . 4 (four demand periods during a day)
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With the preceeding data, four equations (demand equations) were

obtained by applying the principle of least squares to the fitting of

empirical data by polynomials (7, p.263) as follows:

When i = 1 (demand period = 3 hours/day),

21 1,833.26 1,401.99 990.18 610.84

qi 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000

Which yields q = 10,995 - 4.9 pl

When i = 2 (demand period - 2 hours/day),

P2
1,594.98 1,175.46 775.06 398.28

q
2

2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000

Which yields q2 = 10,000 - 5.0 22

When i = 3 (demand period = 9 hours/day),

1,411.47 925.11 457.39

q3 2,000 4,000 6,000

Which yields q3 = 7,920 4.2 p3

When i = 4 (demand period = 10 hours/day)

P4 592.50 134.66

q4
2,000 4,000

Which yields q4 = 4,593 - 4.4 24

With the demand functions shown on Figure 5, a computer run (RUN 1)

was made to maximize the use of the facility at toll rates just

adequate to cover the facility costs. This calculation yielded traffic

volumes that were not realistic for a four-lane road providing a
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reasonably high level of service. Therefore, adjusted demand functions

were made by reducing the demand intercept ai and increasing the slope

bi each by about one-half (11, p.157) for a second computer run (RUN 21.

The adjusted demand functions are shown in Figure 6.

The equations are:

ql = 5,552 - 7.4 pl

q2 -= 5,050 - 7.55 p2

q3 = 4,000 - 6.34 p3

q4 = 2,319 4.4 p4

These demand equations were adjusted by trial and error to meet a

realistic traffic volume for this toll road. The demand intercept ai

was reduced by 49.5 percent for each equation and the slope bi was

increased by 51 percent for each of the first three equations. When

the slope of 4.4 for the fourth demand period was increased by

51 percent, infeasible results were obtained, so it was unchanged from

that of the first set.

Supply Function (price-volume less toll

In the user price-volume functions (consisting of tolls and other

perceived payments), price is a function of the facility toll and the

quantity demanded during the ith hour.

Mathematically,

for i 1, . . .r
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Figure 6. Adjusted hourly traffic demand during all daily

demand periods versus user travel price for an

18.64-mile trip (RUN 2).

pi = price per trip (toll plus other perceived payments) during

the ith hour

qi = quantity demand during the ith hour

t = uniform toll per trip charged during all hours

While a precise mathematical expression of this function would be

nonlinear, it can be approximated by using a series of linear expres-

sions for its representation:



Where,

for i 1, . r

J - 1, m

C. and d. cost coefficients for the jth user price-volume

linearization

24

To make a supply function curve, the necessary data was developed

as follows. The resultant travel speeds and user operating costs (less

toll) for various volume levels on this four-lane facility would be as

shown in Table 3. The data shown in Table 3 were calculated and shown

in Chapter II. The average user travel prices are relatively high

because they are average values of passenger cars', buses' and trucks'

operating costs and buses have high time costs (see Appendix D and E).

The average variable costs or user operating costs (less toll) do not

include toll rates and only represent vehicle operating costs including

time costs per vehicle-mile for a trip via toll road.

TABLE 3

SPEED AND USER OPERATING COSTS (LESS TOLL)

FOR FOUR-LANE FACILITY

Average Average

volume level speed

(veh./lane-hr) (mph)

Average user
operating costs

(less toll),

(cents/veh.-mile)

500 55 24.39

1,000 45 26.03

1,500 35 29,71

2,000 25 37.86
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With this data a curve was obtained by applying the principle of

least squares to the fitting of empirical data by polynomials by

Grout's Method (7, p.263) as shown in Figure 7. The volume figures on

the abscissa of Figure 7 are those for all four-lanes and thus four

times the average volume level in Table 3. The prices shown in

Figure 7 are those for entire 18.64 miles and thus 18.64 times the

average user travel prices (less toll).

Mathematical Analysis

For these illustrative cost and demand data, this toll pricing

problem was programmed, using a linear programming (LP) formulation,

and run on a CDC electronic computer at Oregon State University. Also,

a run was made for a second set of coefficients which were identical to

the first set other than for the demand intercept ai and the slope bi

which were reduced and increased by about one-half except the slope of

4.4 for the fourth demand period. The appropriate objective function

necessary to bring about equilibrium and produce sufficient revenue to

cover the fixed facility costs would be maximization of the total daily

volume subject to nonnegativity restrictions and to the demand, price-

volume, and roadway toll constraints. By nonnegativity restrictions,

the variables (qi, pi, and t) are restricted to nonnegative values.

qi 0, pi > 0, t > 0

The objective function is

Maximize z = (ki) (qi)
i=1
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Where,

z = daily traffic volume

k. = number of hours per day in the ith demand period

qi - quantity demanded during the ith hour

The linear programming formulation was tabulated as shown in

Table 4. The results for these computer runs are shown in Table 5. In

the run, it is evident that the toll represents only a small portion of

the total user price for peak-period travelers and has little effect

upon the resultant flow; in essence, congestion tends to control the

volume level, This is particularly evident when one compares the price

and volume levels for the first and fourth demand period, wherein the

latter suffers little from the effects of congestion.

In the first run (RUN 1), the daily vehicle trips of

111,251 vehicles are over capacity for a four-lane highway and not

realistic for this toll facility. Therefore, it was necessary to

adjust the coefficients of the demand function. When the demand

intercept ai and the slope bi were reduced and increased respectively

by about one-half for all demand periods for Run 2 except the slope of

4.4 for the fourth demand period, the daily vehicle trips of

20,907 vehicles was obtained.

The values shown in Table 5 were calculated based on average

vehicle operating costs, Therefore, it is necessary to adjust toll

rates for each passenger car, bus and truck as follows.
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TABLE 4

LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION:
NONLINEAR TOLL PRICING MODEL*

Maximize z = 3q1 + 2q2 + 9q3 + 10q4, subject to nonnegativity restric-

tions and the following constraints:

Demand function constraints:

For Run 1 For Run 2

ql + 4.9 pl = 10,995 ql 7.4 p1 = 5,552

q2 + 5.0 p2 = 10,000 q2 + 7.55 p2 = 5,050

q3 + 4.2 p3 = 7,920 q3 + 6.34 p3 = 4,000

q4 + 4.4 p4 = 4,593 q4 + 4.4 p4 = 2,319

User price-volume constraints for Run 1 and Run 2:

pi - 0.08540 qi t > 30.362

pi - 0.06330 qi t > 207.444

pi - 0.04110 q. t > 340.255

p. 0.02450 q. t > 406.660

pi - 0.01350 qi t > 439.863

pi - 0.00582 qi t > 459.555

pi 0.00485 qi - t > 460.550

Roadway toll constraints for Run 1 and Run 2:

t + 0.00143000 (3q1 + 2q2 + 9q3 + 10q4) > 23.989

t + 0.00036000 (3q1 + 2q2 + 9q3 + 10q4) > 12.023

t + 0.00009000 (3q1 + 2q2 + 9q3 + 10q4) > 6.000

t + 0.00003400 (3q1 + 2q2 + 9q3 + 10q4) > 3.519

t + 0.00000833 (3q1 + 2q2 + 9q3 + 10q4) > 1.999

t = 0.5

* coefficients from Figures 4 to 7
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TABLE 5

RESULTS FROM LINEAR PROGRAMMING TOLL PRICING MODEL

Variable
LP results Description

Run 1 Run 2
of units

Objective z 111,251 20,907 Daily vehicle trips

Toll t 1.071 4.501 Toll per 18.64-mile trip

Price during
ith demand:

p1 690.41 475.91 Price per 18.64-mile trip
during ith demand period

P2 639.2t 472.7t including vehicle and time
costs

p3 568.71 469.91

P4 475.21 466.3t

Hourly flow
during ith
demand period:

q1 7,612 2,031 Trips per hour for 3 hrs.

q2 6,804 1,481 Trips per hour for 2 hrs.

q3 5,532 1,020 Trips per hour for 9 hrs.

614
2,502 267 Trips per hour for 10 hrs.

Average passenger car equivalents of buses and trucks:

Average passenger car equivalents of buses and trucks, in terms

of highway capacity utilized, for various terrain conditions are shown

in Table 6. With these data, average equivalents for buses and trucks

were calculated as follows:
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TABLE 6

AVERAGE PASSENGER CAR EQUIVALENTS OF BUSES AND TRUCKS

FOR VARIOUS TERRAIN CONDITIONS ON FREEWAY

Terrain

Percent of
total length

Equivalent, E, for *

E for buses ET for trucks

Flat 70% 1.6 2

Rolling 30% 3 4

* Highway Capacity Manual (5, p.257)

Average passenger car equivalent = (% of total length) (E) / 100

. (70)(1.6) + (30)(3)
for buses, EB

_ 2.02
100

(70)(2) + (30)(4) _
for trucks, E

T 100
2.6

Using equivalents, EB = 2 for buses and ET = 3 for trucks, the

equivalent passenger cars were calculated for the volume-levels of

Run 2 in Table 5. For the equivalent passenger cars, the speeds

corresponding to each for a four-lane facility are shown in Table 7.

Average speeds on a toll road:

With the data in Table 7 an average speed may be calculated as

below.

Where,

Average speed = E (EPC)(P)(0S)/E(EPC)(P)

EPC = equivalent passenger cars of trucks and buses

P = period in hours

OS = operating speed in mph
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Therefore,

Average speed = [813(3)(49) + 1,218(3)(44) 889(2)(48)

+ 592(2)(52) 510(9)(53) + 510(9)(53)

134(10)(59) 134(10)(59)] /[813(3)

+ 1,218(3) + 889(2) + 592(2) + 510 (9)

510(9) + 134(10) 134(10)] = 51.12 mph

TABLE 7

TRAFFIC VOLUME AND OPERATING SPEED

Traffic volume in
both directions

(veh./hr)
Period
(hrs)

Average
lane volume

(veh./lane-hr)

Equiv. pass. cars
1/3(ALV)(1+ER-FETr
(pass. cars/lane-hr)

Operating
speed
(mph)c

2,031 3 (N)a 406 (40%) (N) 813 49

(S) 609 (60%) (S) 1,218 44

1,481 2 (N) 444 (60%) (N) 889 48
(S) 296 (40%) (s) 592 52

1,020 9 (N) 255 (50%) (N) 510 53

(S) 255 (50%) (S) 510 53

267 10 (N) 67 (50%) (N) 134 58
(S) 67 (50%) (S) 134 58

a: (N) North and (S) South bound

b: ALV = average lane volume in column 3

E
B

= passenger car equivalent of buses = 2

ET = passenger car equivalent of trucks = 3

c: Highway Capacity Manual (5, p,62)

Assume the average speed is 50 mph. The toll rates for each

vehicle type are

Toll rate = 4 50 x
Vehicle type operating costs @ 50 mph

.

Average vehicle operating costs @ 50 mph
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The vehicle operating costs at 50 mph were taken as the average

between costs at 45 mph and 55 mph as shown in Appendix E and Table 3.

Passenger car:

Toll rate = 4.50 x
(9.89 + 10.48i/2 1.82 cents

(24.39 + 26.03 /2

Buses:

Toll rate = 4.50 x
(47.55 + 51.68i/2 8.86 cents
(24.39 + 26.03/2

Trucks:

Toll rate = 4.50 x 1254:73 Ira 2.82 cents

The toll rates for buses and trucks are also adjusted by the

equivalent factors of passenger cars because speeds are reduced when an

upgrade is introduced and groups of slow moving vehicles form which

seriously influence service volumes and capacity. Also, heavier loads

than those of passenger cars are placed on the road surface, adding to

maintenance costs.

Therefore,

Adjusted rate = (toll rate for bus or truck) +

(toll rate for passenger car) (E-1)

Where,

E = average passenger car equivalents of buses or trucks

For buses, EB = 2

Toll rate = 8.86 + (1.82)(2-1) = 10.68 cents

For trucks, ET = 3

Toll rate = 2.82 + (1.82)(3-1) = 6.46 cents
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The resultant values of toll rates are shown in Table 8. The

toll rate of 10.68 cents (28.84 Won) for a bus is relatively high

because it has higher operating costs than the other vehicles (see

Appendix E).

TABLE 8

TOLL RATES FOR EACH VEHICLE TYPE

Vehicle Toll rates

type cents Won*

Pass. car 1.82 4.91

Bus 10.68 28.84

Truck 6.46 17.44

* $1 = 270 Won

Traffic Estimate

Predictions of traffic for specific sections of proposed highways

are based on measurements or estimates of the diverted traffic. Where

a new toll road in a rural area is to be constructed, current traffic

can be determined by a vehicle count on the existing road. In this

instance, basic data must come from a traffic survey. Then an assign-

ment of traffic to the proposed route is made on some reasonable basis.

In this study, the annual average daily traffic on the existing

road is estimated to be 23,950 vehicles per day in 1971 (2, p.24).

With this estimated volume, the travel time on the existing road would

be 34 minutes, while it would be 22 minutes via the toll route (see

Appendix F). To estimate the traffic diverted from the existing road
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it is necessary to make diversion curves. To make the diversion curves

it is assumed that about fifty percent would be allocated for an equal

trip time ratio (time ratio = 1,0). Employing Figure 8, the diverted

traffic is estimated as follows.

Time ratio =
Time via toll road 22 0.65

Time via existing road 34

100

80

60

40

20

0

Time ratio: 0.4
Cost ratio: 0.62

3

AIL

0.65 0.8 1,0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

1.0 1.23 1.54 1.85 2.16 2.46 2.77

Time and cost ratio

Figure 8. Diversion curve for free expressway. Calibrated to show

relationship of time and cost (9, p.161).
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From Figure 8, about 82 percent of traffic would be diverted from

the existing road on the basis of the time ratio alone; without speci-

fic consideration of costs. Therefore, it could be assumed that when

the time ratio is 0.65 the cost ratio, or value, would be one (cost

ratio = 1.0). This indicates 82 percent of the traffic is diverted

when no toll is charged. The toll charge could be expected to reduce

the number diverted to the toll road. Therefore, it is necessary to

translate the time-ratio diversion curve into a cost-ratio diversion

curve. The related time ratios may be translated into cost ratios by

multiplying them by the factor of 1.54 (1/0.65 = 1.54). The calculated

cost ratios are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Employing Figure 9, the traffic diverted to the toll road is

estimated as follows.

Where,

Cost ratio =
Cost including toll V + T

Cost without toll V

V = vehicle operating costs at 50 mph for entire 18.64-mile trip

via toll road

T = uniform average toll rate of 4.50 cents for an 18.64-mile

trip

Average operating costs of 24.39 and 26.03 cents per mile for

speeds of 55 mph and 45 mph respectively were used to calculate the

average operating cost at 50 mph.



Therefore,

V = [(24.39 26,03)/2](18.64) - 469.9 cents

469.9 4.50
Cost ratio = 469.9

1,01

The usage of the toll road for a cost ratio of 1.01 = 81%.

Diverted traffic on toll road - 23,950(.81) = 19,400 veh./day.

100

4E, 80

U
i.

CL

c 60

0

r. 40
0

4-)

4-0
E, 20

0
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0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Cost ratio

Figure 9. Cost-ratio diversion curve.

Even though the diverted traffic of 19,400 vehicles per day is

2.0

not equal to the volume of 20,907 vehicles obtained from maximizing the

volume with the assumed cost and demand functions, it would seem



economically feasible to construct the toll facility since the toll

rates are quite low.

With this information, a schedule of contruction would be made

for construction of the toll road. Since it often takes up to

ten years with two to five years most common to move a project from

its planning stage through design, right of way procurements, and

construction, a minimum two-year construction schedule was selected

for the project as shown in Figure 10,

Engineering

Construction
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1970 1971 1972

6 12 6 12 6 12

11=111111111111111111*

Figure 10. Schedule of construction.

For the engineering, including planning, design and right of way

procurements, the period is taken as one year (June, 1970- June, 1971).

A one year period is also taken for construction, starting in June,

1971, when planning, design and right of way procurements are com-

pleted. The period shown on Figure 10 is a preliminary schedule, so

changes of the period may be necessary because of many causes, such as

legislative action, weather conditions, failure to procure right of
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way on schedule,unforeseen conditions uncovered in preliminary

engineering and money available.
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IV° CONCLUSION

It would appear that utilization of this type of nonlinear model,

even when placed within a linear programming format, can provide useful

and accurate information for the establishment of uniform toll rates

and for the determination (or prediction) of resultant travel volumes

and congestion of proposed or actual highway facilities.

For the first case (the proposed highway facility), the toll

model can provide useful information for design and planning of the

proposed highway facility with comparison of traffic volumes (the

calculated and the forecast traffic volumes). For the second case, it

can provide correct information for the adjustment of toll rates on an

existing toll facility by comparing the calculated traffic volumes

corresponding to a given toll rate with the actual traffic volumes.

In this discussion, a decision was made that the proposed toll

facility between Seoul and Su Weon could feasibly be constructed in

1971 by comparison of the diverted traffic volume of 19,400 vehicles

per day and the calculated traffic volume of 20,907 vehicles per day.

Although this study is not exact, it is believed to be accurate

enough to aid an engineer in decision making in the planning of this

proposed toll facility° Since the toll rates are quite low, it would

seem economically feasible to construct the toll facility even though

the amount of traffic diverted did not approach the estimated volumes.

Another factor in favor of early construction is because of the very

rapid rate of traffic growth predicted for the area. Even if traffic
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volumes estimated for 1971 did not materialize at that time, within

very few years the facility would surely be needed,

This study is for planning of a proposed highway to be con-

structed in a future year, so it would be necessary to adjust the

estimated toll rates with correct information on costs and traffic

volumes after the facility is opened,
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APPENDIX A

ESTIMATED COSTS OF HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION*

(1 mile)

Cross-section for flat terrain

Quantity Unit cost Cost Sub-total

Items per mile ($) ($) ($)

Right of way 18.20 acres 2,040 37,128 37,128

Earthwork 42,090 cu yd 0.85 35,777 35,777

Pavement:

Subbase 24,510 cu yd 1.08 26,471

Base course 11,636 cu yd 1.85 21,527

Surface 3,128 tons 8.00 25,024 73,022

Structures:

Ditches 1,584 fta 2.80 4,435

Pipes 300 ft
b 2.91 873

Culverts 300 ft
b 19.03 5,709

Bridges 2 br. (40 ft) 5,556 16,573

Miscellaneous:
1,600

Parking, signs
etc. (about 1%)

Sub-total $164,100

Survey and supervision (about 10%) 16,900

Total $181,000

* Unit cost data are obtained from Ministry of Construction, Korea.

a: 30% of one mile b: 2 places @ 150 ft
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APPENDIX A

(CONTINUED)

ESTIMATED COSTS OF HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION*

(1 mile)

Cross-section for rolling terrain

Quantity Unit cost Cost Sub-total

Items per mile ($) ($) ($)

Right of way 18.20 acres 1.678 30,540 30,540

Earthwork 50,516 cu yd 0.95 47,990 47,990

Pavement:

Subbase 17,911 cu yd 1.11 19,881

Base course 11,636 cu yd 1.85 21,527

Surface 3,128 tons 8.15 25,493 66,901

Structures:

Ditches 1,056 fta 2.80 2,957

Pipes 300 ft
b 3.02 906

Culverts 150 ftc 20.15 3,023

Bridges 2 br. (33 ft) 5,185 12,071

Miscellaneous:
Parking, signs
etc. (about 1%)

1,598

Sub-total $159,100

Survey and supervision (about 10%) 15,900

Total $175,000

* Unit cost data are obtained from Ministry of Transportation, Korea.

a: 20% of one mile b: 2 places @150 ft c: 1 place @ 150 ft
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APPENDIX B

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSES*

Maintenance expenses will continue to vary with the roadway and

traffic character, and with local conditions. In this study the

general maintenance expenses for all Federal-Aid Systems were used

because of lack of information for this type of toll road. They were

estimated in 1964 for Federal-Aid Rural Highways of 767,992 miles in

the 48 continguous states and District of Columbia. A large portion of

them are the Federal-Aid Secondary Rural Highways with 589,679 miles.

Therefore, it is assumed that the maintenance expenses were primarily

for two-lane highways. To apply these values to the four-lane facility

in this study they were multiplied by two as shown below.

Items

Cost of maintenance operations
(dollars per mile)

for 2-lanes for 4-lanes

Roadside and drainage 212 424

Surface and base 507 1,014

Shoulders 127 254

Structures 68 136

Traffic Service 132 264

Snow and ice control,
removal and sanding

193 386

Total $1,239 $2,478

* Source: Winfrey (10, p.253)
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APPENDIX C

UNIT RUNNING COST OF MOTOR VEHICLES
ON PLUS AND MINUS GRADES*

Passenger cars

Unit running cost ($11000 veh.-mile)

Grade

(%)

Speeds (mph)

25 35 45 55

(+) (-) (+) (-) ( +j (+) (-)

Level 35.63 35.63 34.76 34.76 35.63 35.63 37.71 37.71

1 37.72 33.76 36.84 32.79 37.63 33.59 39.72 35.54

2 39.96 31.90 39.07 31.09 39.88 31.82 41.89 33.56

3 42.27 29.98 41.43 29.40 42.17 30.05 44.19 31.66

4 44.62 29.04 43.83 28.03 44.64 28.67 46.70 30.00

5 47.12 29.24 46.39 27.22 47.31 27.44 49.47 28.72

Buses and trucks

Level 64.73 64.73 66.60 66.60 71.84 71.84 80.24 80.24

1 69.33 59.22 72.77 60.59 80.85 65.48 91.67 73.08

2 74.21 55.03 79.37 55.76 89.65 60.80 104.10 69.43

3 80.32 51.33 87.81 53.26 101.32 57.45 87.81 65.57

4 87.18 50.63 99.74 51.54 99.74 56.11 99.74 65.57

5 96.09 49.46 115.16 50.30 115.16 56.11 115.16 65.57

* Source: Winfrey (10, p. 685-686, 693-694)

These unit costs include fuel (does not include State and Federal tax),

oil, tires, maintenance and depreciation.
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APPENDIX C
(CONTINUED)

VEHICLE RUNNING COSTS IN U.S.A.
FOR GRADES ASSUMED FOR TOLL ROAD*

Passenger cars

Vehicle running cost ($11,000 veh.-mile)

Grade Distance Speed (mph)

(%) 01_ 1j.10...

Level 3 728

1 6524

2 2 796

3 2 796

4 1.864

5 0.932

Total 18640

Buses and trucks

Level 3 728

1 6.524

2 2.796

3 2.796

4 1.864

5 0.932

Total 18.640

25 35 45 55

7.13 6,95 7.13 7.54

12,51 12,19 12.46 1317

5,39 5,26 5 38 5,66

5.42 5.31 5.42 5.69

3,68 3,59 3,67 3,84

1.91 1,84 1.87 1,96

36.04 3514 35.94 37.86

12,95 13.32 14,37 16.05

22,50 23.34 25.61 2883

9,69 10,14 11.28 13.02

9.87 10.58 11.91 11.50

6.89 7.56 7.99 8.27

3.64 4.14 4,28 4.52

65.54 69,08 7544 82.19

* These running costs are calculated based on the unit running costs

on the previous page and based on the distances of this toll road,
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APPENDIX C
(CONTINUED)

VEHICLE RUNNING COSTS ON TOLL ROAD*

Speed
(mph)

Vehicle Running Cost (cents per vehe. mile)

Pass. cars Buses and trucks

55 5.69 12.20

45 5.40 11.20

35 5.28 10.25

25 5.42 9.73

* These running costs are adjusted to Korean values based

on the running costs in the U.S.A. on the previous page.

The 5.69 cents and 12.20 cents per veh.-mile for the

speed of 55 mph were obtained from the Ministry of

Construction, Korea.
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATION OF TIME COSTS

Time of passengers and drivers

Passengers:

Passenger cars' = $1.65/hr = 2075 t /min.

Buses' = $0.72/hr = 1.2 t /min.

Drivers $0.56/hr = 0.94 t/min.

Assumed Time Average
Vehicle Cost No. per cost speed

type element veh. ( /min.) (mph)

Time per
mile Cost

(min.) (t/veh.-mile)

Driver 1 0.94 25 2.40 8.85

Passenger 1 2.75

3.69 35 1.71 6.30

Pass. car
45 1.33 4.90

55 1.09 4.02

Driver 1 0.94 25 2.40 71.30
Passengers 24 28.80a

29.74 35 1.71 50.80

Bus 45 1.33 40.40b

55 1.09 35.17°

Driver 1 0.94 25 2.40 8.01

Passengers 2 2.40d
3.34 35 1.71 5,71

Truck 45 1.33 4.54b

55 1.09 3.340

a: 24(1.2 t/mino) = 28,80 0: 35 mph : 15%

55 mph : 85%

b: 35 mph : 7.5% d: 2(1.2 t /min.) = 2.40

45 mph : 92.5%
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APPENDIX E

TOTAL VEHICLE OPERATING COSTS

Speed

Passenger Cars

Time
Cost

(Oveh.-mile)

Accident
Cost Congestion

(Oveh.-mile) Cost Total

Running
Cost

( /veh. -mile)_(mph)

55 5.69 4.02 0.18 - 9.89

45 5.40 4.90 0.18 10.48

35 5.28 6.30 0.18 - 11.76

25 5.42 8.85 0.18 14.45

Buses

55 12.20 35.17 0.18 47.55

45 11.20 40.40 0.18 51.68

35 10.25 50.80 0.18 61.23

25 9.73 71.30 0.18 81.21

Trucks

55 12.20 3.34 0.18 15.72

45 11.20 4.54 0.18 15.92

35 10.25 5.71 0.18 16.14

25 9.73 8.01 0.18 17.92
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APPENDIX F

TRAFFIC FORECASTING (SEOUL-SU WEON)*

Vehicle
Type

Year

1966 1971 1976 1981 1986

Pass. cars 2,660 7,770 12,210 23,140 44,160

Buses 2,750 8,030 12,230 23,930 45,650

Trucks 2,790 8,150 12,810 24,270 46,310

Total 8,200 23,950 37,250 71,340 136,120

* Source: Reference (2, p.24)

ESTIMATED TIME VIA TOLL AND EXISTING ROAD

To determine the estimated time via toll and existing road, it

is necessary to assume speed and distance as follows:

Estimated time
distance

(60)
average speed

Highway Speed Distance Estimated

Type (mph) (mile) time (min.)

Toll Road 50 18.64 22

Existing
road

35 20.08 34
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APPENDIX G

CALCULATION OF FIXED FACILITY.COST

Construction cost

Items
Distance
mile

Unit Cost Costs

Flat 13.048 181,000 $2,361,688

Rolling 5,592 175,000 978,600

Total first cost $3,340,288

Maintenance cost

Annual maintenance costs . $2,478 per mile

$2,478(18,64) - $46,190

Fixed cost

Total annual cost is determined in the following way:

TAC - CR (CRFi, n) MC

Where,

TAC = total annual cost

CR = cost recovery (first cost)

CRFi,72 = capital recovery factor at interest rate i for n years

(11, p.228)

MC = maintenance cost

for,

n = 40 years

at i = 8 percent

TAC = $3,340,288 (008386) $46,190 = $326,306

The fixed cost converted to a daily basis is

$326,306 (1/365) $893098
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APPENDIX H

DATA SHEET FOR DEMAND CURVES

The typical demand functions developed by Wohl and Martin

(11, p.156) are

qi 11,000 3508 pl (for 3 hours/day)

q2 = 10,000 - 36,6 p, (for 2 hours/day)

q3 . 8,000 31,0 p3 (for 9 hours/day)

q, . 4,600 32 -0 p (for 10 hours/day)

For the average volume level qi, the user travel prices pi for

four demand periods during a day would be calculated by using the

above equations and shown as follows.

Volume
level (qj
veho hr

User travel price (pS) for ith demand period*
(cents /-mile trip)

2,000 251.39 218,58 193 55 81 25

4,000 195,53 163,93 129.03 18.75

6,000 139 66 109 29 64,52

8,000 83 80 54.65

1, . o . 4

Also, the user travel prices for different speeds were obtained from

Table 6,1 and Figure 604 in Wohl and Martin (11, p,158) and shown as

follows,
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Average
volume
level

(veh./hr)
Average speed

(mph)

User operating cost
including time and toll

_Acents/5-mile trip)

2,000 5555 62.59

4,000 45 67,80

6,000 35 78.10

8,000 25 96.90

To apply the typical demand functions to this discussion ratios

were made by dividing the user travel price for the ith demand period

by that for average speeds, The ratios would be obtained as follows.

User travel price for ith demand period, pi
Ratio .

User operating cost for average speeds, p

For example,

(251.39)/(62.59) = 4.016

(195,53)/(67,80) = 2.884

(139.66)/(78.10) = 1.786

(83.80)/(96.90) = 0.865

In the same way, other ratios were calculated with the following

results:

Volume
level Ratios -

(veh.thr) pup p2/p 703/p LEI/2_

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

4,016

2.884

1786

0.865

3.492

2,418

1.398

0 564

3.092

1903

0.825

1.298

0,277
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To obtain the demand data used in this study, the above ratios

were multiplied by the user operating costs for an I8,64-mile trip

corresponding to each traffic volume shown in Table 1, Then the

results of these were shown in Table 2,



C 13:15:371 END INPUT DATA FOR RUN 1.

Rows
v J 1 >RWS 14:Wis *R w

>RW12 >Rw13 >P0114 >RW15 >RW16 >P417 >RW18 >Rw19 >RW20
>RW21 >RW22 >PW23 >Rw24 >PW25 >RW26 >RW27 >R1428 >Rw29
>Rw10 >RW31 >RW32 >RW33 >RW34 >RW35 >Rw36 >RW37

COLUMNS
C01 08J 3 RW1 1 PWs -0.0854 RW9 -0.0633 Pw13 -0.0411
-00r"-97W-Tr - ;,M-5-Inin -0.01 15-05i125-.767605'82 WW79' .;0771-43357-
c01 Pw33 0.00429 Rw34 0.00108 PW35 0.00027 RW36 0.0001
COI Rw37 0,00002514-
CO2 CBJ 2 RW2 RW6 -0.0854 RW10 -0.0633 RW14 -0.0411

RWYB -0.0245 Rw22 .a.o135 4W26-.0.00582--PW30 -0,60485
CO2 Pw33 0,00286 Rw34 0.00072 Rw35 0.00018 Rw36 0.000068
C12-RW37-0,,000-01-67-6-
CO3 oBJ 9 RW3 1 RW7 -0.0854 RWI1 -0,0633 Rw15 -0.0411
-C43-14M19 -4)0245 RW23 - 0.01.3.5... Rw27 .400982 RWal .woon4ss7--
CO3 RW33 0.01287 Rw34 0.00324 Rw35 0.00081 Rw36 0.00031
Ca3 Pw37-0,00007547
C04 OPJ 10 RW4 1 RW8 - 0.0854 Pw12 -0.0633 RW16 -0.0411
CQ4 Pw20 -0.0745 Rw24 -0.0135 F4A428 -1,00587-qw12

Pw33 0.0143 RW34 0.0036 RW35 0.0009 RW36 0.0003
tat+ pw37 0.0000818-
CP1 o81 0 RW1 4.9 Pw5 1 RW9 1 Pw13 1 Rw17 1 0w21 1 RW25 It

----- Pw29 I
CP2 OBJ 0 RW2 5.0 P016 1 RW10 1 kW 14 1 Rwls I Rw22 1 RW26 1
CPc PW-.30 1

CP3 nRJ 0 RW3 4.2 RW7 1 Rwll 1 Pw19 1 RW19 1 RW23 1 RW27 1
CP3 Pw3I 1
CP4 nsu 0 PW4 4.4 PW8 1 PW12 1 RW16 1 Rw20 1 Rw24 1 RW28 I
C4 RW32 1
CTX *BOUNDS* 0.5 PTNE

W8 -1 RW9 -1 Inirm -T-RWil -1
CTX PW12 -1 RW13 -1 RW14 -I RW15 -I PW16 -1 Rw17 -1 RW18 -1
CTX-PWI9 -1 Rw20----1 Rwzi -1 R1422 -I RW25 -I
CTX Pw26 -1 RW27 RW28 RW29 PW30 -I RW31 .1 RW32 -1

-CT-x RWa3 1 -PW34 1 443-9- 1 RWat 1 RWTT
RHS

ter 4593 RW5 30..51:?
RESTP RW6 30.362 Rw7 30.362 Rw8 30.362 RW9 207.444 RW10 207.444
-RESTP-PwIT-2117.444-pwI2 207,444 RW13 340.255-Rw1.4-340.255
RESTP RW15 340.255 RW16 340,255 RW17 406.66 RW18 406.66,
RFSTP-RwI9-406466-Pw2P-406-,;66-Rw21-414,S63---Rw22-434861
RESTP RW23 439,863 Rw24 439,863 RW25 459,555 RW26 459.555'

--RE'SRTT2T-459--555-RwZ8-459'555-Rvr21T-5TTV350-46rr---
RESTR RW31 460,55 RW32 460,55 Rw33 23.989 RW34 12.023
REST -R RW35-6,000 Rwa6 3.519-Rw31-1 999
EoF



SuMmARY

POW sEcTIO9

TYPE NUMRER

1

4

RANGED

0

0

SCALED

0

0

0 0 0

> 33 0 33

0 0 0

TOTAL 38 0 33

CO'LlirvIN SECTION

TYpc NtimqER BouNnE0 SCALED

LC3ICAL 'IR n 33

STRUCTURAL 9 0 0

RHS 1 0 0

TOTAL 48

mATP X SECT ION

38 POWS 47 COLUMNS 159 NON-ZERO ELEMENTS

MATRIX IS 8.90 % nENSE

MATR-T-X-- -ELEMENT- sCALTNS---)

.00000J000E 01 AT ROW vF CO

1.676000000E-05 AT Iniff- RW37 Of CO2-
(13:15:371 MAXIMIZE



1172 /68

PASS ITER.

00000000000000600000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

FUNCTIONAL VECTOR IN VECTOR CUT REDUCED COST INITIAL VALUE

13:15:37

ETAS

1 1 32985.000000 C01 =RW1 -0.767295 10995.000000 34 1

1 2 52985.000000 CO2 =RW2 -0.761795 10000.000000 33 2

1 3 124265.000000 CO3 =RW3 -0.762725 7920.000000 30 3

I 4 114123-.007549 CP1 >RW9 -8.1683110 699.911459 23 4

1 5 114123.007549 CP4 >9W32 -11.403000 461.050000 16 5

6 107735.29252n CR2 -)1;wi0 r 9 6
1

-8,192266 618.772503

1 7 88560.900566 CP3 >9W36 -8.001257 507.258782 7 7

1 8 89884.478870 C04 >9w28 -2.393876 1025.773185 2 8

2 9 61271.412430 CTx >pw37 -5.156706 .995546 1 9

3 10 63786.0621-07 >R02 =RW4 - 1057.263017 1.410468 0 10

4 11 111250.780357 >Rw36 >90115 -38368.989737 1.237059 0 11

ERRCHK AT ITEP. 11 MAX. PRIMAL EPPOR .000f100 ON ROW =RW2 MAX. DUAL ERROR .000001 ON COL. CTx

(13:15:171 OUTmiT.L=21



1112P/68

CBJ P CBJ

0000000o0000000000000000000000000000000000001600000000000000000000000000000

RHS = RESTR MAXIMUM

0:1507

111250,780357

Rc IND

**

LEVEL

POWS SECT ION REPORT **

SLACK ACTIVITY LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT DUAL ACTIVITY

013J Z 111250,780357 -111250.780357 'IINF PTNF, .1,000000
PW1 F 10995.000000 0 10995A-00000 10995,000000 2.291583
RW2 F 10000000000 0 10000.000000. 10000,000000 1.520377
RW3 F 7920,000000 0 7920.00000a -7920,000000- 7681168
RW4 F 4593,000000 0 4693.000011 4593.000000

--PTNF
9,757997

Rw5 8 39.214019

-12378.52-1119 -31:435201.1

o
RW6 B 57.075929 26.713929 30.362000 PINF 0
P147. B -95.205725 64.843725 30.362000 PINF 0
RWB B 260,430847 230.08847 30.362000 PINF 0
RW9 L 207.444n00 207.444000 PINF -11,228759
RW10 L 207,444000 0 207.444000 PINF -7.601883
Pw11 M e17.453783 10.009183 207.444000 -PTO- 0
RW12 B 315.729211 108.285211 207.444000 PINF 0
PW-1-1 8 376,435203 36.1;40203 "340.255000 PINF 0
RW14 B 358,492470 18.237470 340.255000 PTNF 0
Pwls L 340,25600o 0 -340.255000 PINF -32,260907
RW16 B 371.277793 31.022793 340.255000 PTNF 0
Rw17 8 502,197994 Y6.117994 406.660000' PINF 0
RW18 B 471.438623 64.778623 406.660000 PTNF 0
PW19 B 432.079333 25.419133- 406.660000 PINF a
RW20 B 412.814121 6.154121 406.660000 PTNF 0
RW21 8 586,532174 146.669374 439.863000 PTNF 0
Rw22 8 546,282459 106.419459 439.863000. PTNF 0
RW23 8 492.926753 53.063783 439.863000' PINF
RW24. B 440.338193 .475193 439.863000 PTNF 0
PW25 B 6449941-95 185.419195 459.555000 PTNF 0'

RW26 B 598.537065 138.982065 459.555000 PTNF 0
RW27 B- 535,409166- 75.8c4166 4594555000 PTNF 0
RW28 L 459.555000 0 459.555000 PTNF -42,935185
RWd9 8 652,378045 191.878045 460.550000 PTNF 0

RW30 B 605.136930 144.586930 460.550000 PTNF 0
PW31 a 54-M75008 80-.225005 460.550001 PINF lY
RW32 B 461.982123 1.432123 460.550000 PINF -0.000000'
RW33 8 160-.155334 136.166134 -23.989000 PTNF 0,

RW34 B 41.116999 29.093999 12.023000 PTNF 0
RW35 11.0792E19 5.079289 6.000000 InNt
RW36 B 4.756059 1.237059 3.519031 PTNF
-91437 1,999000 0 1.999000 PTNF -94.026735

. ..



11/27/6P

08J = OBJ

00000000000000000n0-0000000oDom0000000naoo00000000000000000000000000000noo

RHS = RESTS

13115:37

MAXIMUM = 111250,780357

* * COLUNINS sEc TON REP PT * *

COLUMN IN!) AMOUNT OBJECTIVE LOwER LIMIT UPPER LIMTT REDUCED COST

CQ1 8 7612,216138 3.noo0oo D PINE

CO2 6803.985118 2.000000 0 PINF 0

CQ3
CO4

B
A

5531,586347
2502,188198

9.000000
10.0000on

0 PINF
PT NF

C)

0

CP1 8 690.364013 0 PINF 0

CP2 8 639.202R76 0

CP3 B 568.669q17 0 PINF

-CP4- .8 475,184455 0 -P1NF C)

cTx 8 .566718 0 .500000 PT NF -0.000001

TOLL t.(CTX)+(LOvIER LIMIT)
=0.57+0.50
=1.07



(11:19:37] ET)



*KoHis, INPUT DATA FOR RUN 2,
Rows
SOBJ Rwl RW2 RW3 Rw4 RW5 RW6 >RW7 RW8 >RW9 >Rw10 >RW11
>RW12 RW13 >RW14 >RW15 RWI6 >RWT7-34W18 >-RW19 5
>RW21 >RW22 Pw23 >Rw24 Rw25 >RW26 >RW?7 RW28 RW29
RW10 Rw31 RW32 )RW33 >RW34 >RW35 RW36 >RW37

COLUMNS
COI 08J 3 PW1 1 RWS. =0.0554 RW9 -0.0631 PW13 -0.0411
CQ1 PW17 -0.0245 Rw21 -0.0135 Rw25 -0.00582 RW29 -0.00485

0599

On 114,4111 .n 0 I . 400

CO1 RW37 0.00002514
CO2 OBJ 2 RW2 RW6 -0,0854 RWIO -0,0633 RWI4 -0.0411
CQ2 Pw18 -0.0245 Rw22 -0.0135 Rw26 -0.00582 RW30 -0.00485
CO2- 9W33 0,00286 RW34 0.00072 RW35 0,00018 Pw36 0.000068
CO2 RW37 0,00001676
CQ3 ORJ 9 Rw3 1 RW7 -0,0554 Rwil Na0.0633 Rw15 -0.0411
CO3 RW19 -0.0245 Rw23 -0.0135 pw27 -0.00582 PW31 -0.00485
CO3 9 1 . 1 3 3 0.01287 RW34 0.00324 pw35 0,00081 Pw36 D.00031
CQ3 RW37 0.00007542
CO4 ORJ 10 RW4 1 Rw8 -0.0854 P10112 -0,0633 RW16 -0.0411
CQ4 PW20 -0.0245 Rw24 -0.0135 RW28 0.00582 Rw32 -0,00485
CO4 RW33 0.0143 RW34 0.0036 RW35 0.0009 Rw36 0,0003
CQ4 RW37 0.0000838
CPI -PJ 0 RWI 7.4 RWS 1 PW9 I RWI3 Rw17 1 aW21 1 Rw25 1
CP1 Pw29 1
CP2 08J 0 RW2 7.55 RW6-1 RW10 I RWI4 1 RW18 I qw22-1-Rw26 1
CP2 Pw30 1

I 14 ft

CP3 PW31 1
CP4 0SJ 0 RW4 4.4 RW2 I 111%12 I
CP4 Rw32 1
CTX *FlOuNnS* 0.5 PTNF
CTX ORJ 0 RW5 -1 Rw6 -1 Rw7 -1 RW8 -1 RW9 -1 RW10 -1 Rwll -1

-1 Rw16 -I Pw17--1 Rw18 -1
- 1 RW22 -1 PW23 -1 Rw24 -1 Rw25 -1
- 1 RW29 -1 RW30 -1 RW31 -1 Rw32 -I
Rv/36 1 RW37 1

.r, 11 W27 1

Pw16 P1ii20 1-RW24 1 RW28 1

CTX RW19 -1 Rw20 -1 Rw21
CTX RW28
CTX RW33 1 RW34 1 PW3q 1.

'FIRS

RESTR PM. 5552 RW2 5050 RW3 4000 RW4 2319 Pw5 10,362
Pk5Tp Rw6 30.362 INT 30.362 kwb 3 ®.362 RW9 207,444 RwID 2u7.444
RESTR RW11 207.444 RW12 207.444 RW13 340.255 RW14 340.255

-RESTR RW15 340.255 Rw16 340.25S RW17 406.66 RW18 406.66
RESTR RW19 406,66 RW20 406,66 Pw21 439,863 Rw22 439.863
RESTR RW23 439,863 R174 439,863 RW25 459555 P1426 459 -.555
RESTR RW27 459,555 RW28 459.555 RW29 460.55 RW30 460.55
RESTR Rw31 460,55 PW32 460,55 RW33 23.989 RW34 T27023-
RESTR RW35 6.000 RW36 3.519 RW37 1,999
Lid



I `IPuT SuMmARY

ROw SECTTO\i

TYPE NUMRER RANGED SCALED

1 0 0

4 0 0

0 0 0

33 0 33

0 0 0

TOTAL

COLUMN SECTION

TYPE NUMRER

LOGICAL 38

STRUCTURAL 9

BOUNDED

0

0

SCALED

33

0

RHS

TOTAL

1

48

0 0

-o 33

MATRIX SEcTICN

38 POWs 47 COLUMNS 154 NONZERO ELEMENTS

MATRIX IS R.90 % DENSE

AtATRI-XFLEMENT ABSOtUTE VALUf t AFTEP S-C-AMNS )

.000000000E 1 AT RW CD4---

1.676000000Ea)b05 AT ROW RW37 Of c02
Il3:lc:373 MAXIMIZE



1 1 / 00000o0600006600000M00o0000000000000oonoOno0000onno3000000000000000000n00 13815:37-

PASS I FUNCT I ONAL VECTOR IN VECTOR OUT REDUCED COST INITIAL vAL UF 1 NI F ETAS

1

1

1

2
-0
-n

CP2
CP1

>RW30
>RW29

-14.550000
-14.400000

461.050000
461.050000

30
23

1

1

3

4
-0 CP3

CP4
>Rw31
>RW32

-13.340000
-11.400000

461.050000
461.050000

16
9

3
4

1 5 9231.95866R CO3 >Rw27 -1.045054 1025.773185 9 5
-1.041655 r025..773185 9 A6 12309.278 e24 Cal >Rw25

1 7 14360.824595 CQ2. >RW26 -1.040462 1025.773185 9 7

1 8 17203.952251 C04 =0/4- -1.040524 284.312786 7 8
9 17070.576740 CTX =RW3 -25.265960 3.095949 4 9

3 10. 20104.123339 >T4 w29 =RWI -1076.7195811 .90847 3 10
11 21028.243863 >Rw30 =RW2 -1077.155670 .448198 2 11

.00S372I I I . >pwj4 -3257017301T4- 1?

-ER intik- A-7 -ITERT: 12 - --MAX PRIMAL ERRCR .0000-00 MAX, DUAL ERROR , 000000 -ON COL

(13:15:371 OuTPUT

>Rw30



11/77P FP

CBJ = CBJ

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

RHS = REsTR MAXIMUM s

13:15:37

20907.425506

Rcw 5 9E-C7 ION -RE PCRT * *

Row IND LFvFL SLACK ACTTVTTY LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT DUAL ACTIVITY

ORJ Z 20907,425506 -20907.475506 MINF PTNF -1.000000
RWI F 5552,000000 0 5552.000000 5552.000000 3,022121
RW2 F 5050.000000 0 5050.000000 5050,000000 2.013062
RW3 F 4000000000 1)' 4000.000000 4000.000000 9,174718
PW4 F 2319.000000 0 2319.000000 2319.000000 10.288044,

30.362001- prO----------- 0Rw5 B 297.962423 287:6n0423
Pw6 R 341,671417 311.309417 30.362000 PTNF 0
RWT R 3784370064 3484001064 30.362000 PINF 0
RW8 B 439,035391 408.673391 30,362000 PTNF 0
Rw9 B 342,837969 135.393969 207.444000 PINF 0
RW10 B 374,408627 166.964627 207.444000 PTNF 0
Rw11 s 4D0.9I7e6P 193,473260' 207,444000 PTNF 0
RW12 B 444.938220 237.494220 207.444000 PINE 0.

RWIS R 387,916512 4%661572 340.255000 PTNF 0,

PW14 B 407,293970 67.()18970 340.255000 PINF 0
-11-W-1-5 B 421,566479 83,311478 340.255000 PTNF 0

RW16 B 450.867758 110.612758 340.255000 PTNF 0
-4063660000 PIMPPw17 m 421.6e3996 14.963996 0

RW16 B 431,883910 25.223910 406.660000 PINF 0
B 440,502191 33.842381 406.660001 PINF 0R119

RW20 B 455.301557 48,641557 406.660001 PTNF 0
RW2I B 443,960740 4097240 439.863000 PINF
RW22 B 448,178449 8,315449 439.863000 PTNF 0

439.863000Rwe3 13 451,7e4967 11.861967 PTNF'- 0
RW24 R 458.239617 18.376617 439.863000 PINE 0
RW25 L 0 459.555000 PTNF -72.363692,459,555000
RW26 L 459.555000 0 459,555001 PINE -15.198620
RW27. B 459,560372 .005372- 459 555000 PINE 0

RW28 B 460,290917 .735917 459.555000 PTNF 0
4 I, 651 .974651 460.550000 PINE IRWe9 8

pw30 B 460,991887 .441882 460.550000 PINE .000000
RW31 L 460.550000 0 460.550000 PINE -58,167714
RW32 L 460,550000 0 460.550000 PINE -45,267393

B 34,393945 1-0.404945 23.989000 PTNF 0-RW33
RW34 L 12,023000 0 12.023000 PINF -140.997418

.000000 -PINF nHw35 R 6,3779-95 .37 9 5
RW36 B 5.196515 1.677515 3.519000 PTNF n

RW37 8 4.671531 2,672531 1.999000 PTNF 0



11/,7/58 .00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-000000000000000000000000000000

OBJ = OBJ RHS = RESTR MAXIMUM

11:15:37-

20907,425506

* COLUMNS SECTION REpopT * *

COLUMN IND AMOUNT OBJECTIVE LOWER LIMIT UPPEP Limn" REDUCED COST

CQ1 B 2030,567692 3.000000 PINE
CQ2 B 1481,321725 2-000000 0 PINE 0
CQ3 B 1020,235080 9.00000 0 PINE 0
CO4 B 2-67-096126 10.000000 0 PINE 0
CP1 B 475,869231 0 0 PINE

472,672619 0 PJNF 0cP2 13

CP3 B 469,994467 0 0 PINE 0

-CP-4 B 466,341744 0 PINE
cTX B 3,996327 0 .500000 PINE 0

TOLL t=(CTX)+(LOWER LIMIT)
=4.00+0.50
=4.50
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